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Intro page:
Thank you for purchasing Secrets Beneath the Leaves.
Secrets Beneath the Leaves invites you to explore 30 intricate, hand-illustrated images, inspired by
the beauty of nature and the human body. Opening the pages of the book is like opening a gate to a
sensuous, magical garden that evokes charm and delight.
Embrace your creativity and give it some time to play among the trees, under the brilliant blue sky.
You are the artist. This book is about your passion for coloring. Enjoy your journey unveiling the
Secrets Beneath the Leaves.

Owner’s page:

This book contains coloring art by ________________________

Thank you page:
Thank you for coloring the Secrets Beneath the Leaves! Once the book is completed, you will have
created a personal and unique piece of wonderful coloring art.
We hope you have enjoyed coloring the book as much as we enjoyed creating it.
You have an opportunity to win an original handmade drawing from the book signed personally by
our artist Arto by participating in our competition. For detailed instructions and competition rules,
visit our web site www.vividowlcoloring.com/SBLcompetition.

Social Media channels page:
We would like to invite you to share your artwork with [us and] other coloring artists. Post your
pictures on our Facebook group page or share them on Instagram or Twitter using the hashtags
#vividowlcoloring #adultcoloringbook We look forward to seeing your pictures!
We hope we will meet you with our next book soon!
<website kuvake> <facebook kuvake> <twitter kuvake>

Empty page:
On this page you can try out your pens, markers and pencils, find out how they work on this type of
paper and play with different color combinations. You may also draw your own patterns, if you like.

Ad page:
A Peculiar Friendship – Learning to Fly
Meet the two peculiar friends and color their exciting adventure to the art of flight as well as to true
friendship. A new engaging coloring book for parents and children to share and enjoy coming in the
spring of 2016.
Follow us on our web page and on social media for updates and more information!

Next big adventure
Mysterious journey of adventurous Ozzo the bear around the globe will start later 2016.
We will tell you more details about this exciting adult coloring book later spring 2016 in our web
page and social media channels. Stay tuned and follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

Back cover:
Welcome to the enchanting world of lush leaves, exotic flowers, ancient vines, colorful birds and
sensual delights.
Secrets Beneath the Leaves invites you to explore 30 intricate, hand-illustrated images, inspired by
the beauty of nature and the human body. Embrace your creativity and take time for yourself in your

favorite place. Enter this whimsical garden and bring it to bloom in vivid colors of your choice.
We hope you will enjoy coloring these exquisite hand-drawn illustrations!
Your love of coloring is our passion.
You are the coloring artist.

